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Honors Biology
Unit 6: Genetics

Textbook References:
• Exploring Life Science: Chapter 23, pages 583 — 609
• Biology: Exploring Life: Chapters 9 — 12, pages 193 - 261

Projects and Activities:
V Bill Nye Genetics Video
V Mendel Research paper
V “History of Genetics” WS
V “Genetics and Probability” WS
V “Calculating Possibilities” Activity
V “What Color Is the Pod?” Activity
V “Dihybrid Cross” WS
V “Chromosomes” WS
V “Gene Mutations” WS
V “Human Genetics” WS
V “Oompa Loompa Genetics” WS
V “Reading a Human Pedigree” Activity
V “A Question of Inheritance” Activity
V “Pure Gold?” Activity
V “A Quick Switch?” Activity
V “Sex-linked Traits” WS
V “What if.. .“ Creative Project
V Practice Problems in Genetics
V Dominant and Recessive Traits Lab
V Monohybrid Cross Lab
V Blood Typing Lab
V Pedigree Practice Problems
V Unit 6 Exam

Study Guide:

Vocabulary:

• Trait • Gene
• Genetics • Dominant



• Recessive
• Hybrid
• Law of segregation
• Law of independent

assortment
• Incomplete dominance
• Probability
• Phenotype
• Genotype
• Chromosome

Concepts:

• Chromosome theory
• Meiosis
• Sex chromosome
• Mutation
• Allele
• Multiple allele
• Sex-linked trait
• Nondisjunction
• Amniocentesis

• Describe how traits are passed from one generation to
another.

• Relate the law of probability to the study of genetics.
• Contrast genotype and phenotype.
• Describe the functions of genes and chromosomes.
• Explain what a mutation is and what can cause a

mutation to occur.
• Describe how alleles interact in intermediate inheritance.
• Describe inheritance patterns involving multiple alleles.
• Describe how polygenic inheritance can result in a wide

range of phenotypes.
• Explain how the basic principles of genetics can be

applied to human heredity.
• Explain how sex-linked genes produce different

inheritance patterns in males and females.
• Explain why most sex-linked disorders are more common

in males.
• Summarize the information provided in a pedigree.
• Describe how it is possible to predict certain genetic

disorders.
• Explain how mutations to genes that play a role in

regulating the cell cycle can lead to cancer.



Standards:
19. Understand and explain the process of meiosis, it’s

purpose and it’s result.
20. Explain the mechanism of nondisjunction in

meiosis and how it relates to genetic disorders.
21. Describe how errors in DNA replication or

transcription may result in genetic disorders.
22. Understand how crossing over results in the

possibility of both positive and negative genetic
variations.

23. Name genetic disorders resulting from mutations
caused by negative environmental factors.

24. Determine the probability of a trait occurring given
various genetic scenarios (multiple alleles, co
dominance, incomplete dominance, sex-linked, etc.)





Heredity
• The passing on of traits
from an organism to its
offspring.

—
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Gregor Mendel
• Known as the

father of
genetics.

• Austrian monk
• Wanted to know

how traits were
passed from
parent to
offspring.

History of Genetics

Traits
• A trait is the
characteristic of an
organism.

• Example: Height, hair
color
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The “Children
• All the offspring were purple

plants.
• Called the F1 generation.

Mendel’ s Experiment
• Chose the pea plant.
• Would self-pollinate.

- Only 1 parent required.
- Both sexes in one plant.

• Could be cross-pollinated.
- Pollen from one plant used to
fertilize another.

- Could manipulate.

Cross-poll incition
Parent plant 1 II Pe,errV platZ

0 enscepel

hi a cci’ I nO

O:’Ce P3:i!erl.
there teals ecu

Oils Puce

0 He then dusted the uHpcl
009-pt500ltiQItlucnulCl

5.,tfl poise freer another
plsef.nrolureslonrenr

Mendel’ s Experiment
• Crossed a white plant with a white plant.

- Got all white offspring.
- Purebred

• Crossed a purple plant with a purple
plant.
- Expected all purple offspring.
- Some produced all purple offspring.

Purebred
- Some produced purple and white offspring.

The “Parents”
• Crossed purebred purple plants

with purebred white plants.
• Called the “P generation”.
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The Results

Gene Representation
• Choose a letter to represent a

trait.
- Like F for flower color.

• borninant form of gene is
represented by a capital letter.
— F purple flower color

• Recessive form of gene is
represented by a lower case letter.

— f = white flower color

P Generation ,,4’
hr ,eedwtt

h

Purple Flowers Whit, Flowers

F1 Generation All plants have
(hybrids) purple flowers

Srrfffe,lilrzation in
F, plants

F7 Generation , ._.

of triants of plants
rave purple Flowers. lrhoC wlr,rv flowers

• Not all the purple plants in the
F1 were purebred.

• Why did the white trait
disappear then reappear in the
next generation?

Mendel’ s Conclusions
• Each plant contains two “factors”

of a trait.
• Some plants had 2 factors for

purple color.
- Produced only purple offspring.

• Some plants had 2 factors for
white color.
- Produced only white offspring.

• These were purebreds.

Mendel’ s Conclusions
• Some plants contain a purple factor and

a white factor and would be purple.
These could pass either factor to
offspring.
Factors genes (units of heredity)

• Genes have alternative forms called
alleles.
- In the case of flower color, the alleles are

purple or white.

Mendel’ s Conclusion
• When only one form of a trait

shows up it is the dominant
form of the trait.

• The form of the trait that
seems to disappear for awhile is
the recessive form of the trait.
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Gene Representation Inheriting Traits
• Organisms inherit 2 forms of a Each parent has a pair of genesgene, one from each parent. £

• Purebred purple plant would be FF. or eacri rai
• Purebred white plant would be ff. Each parent can only give one
• These plants are called gene to an offspring.

homozygous.
• A plant that carries each form of This ensures that an offspring

the gene, Ff, is known as a hybrid has only 2 genes for each trait.
and is heterozygous.

Inheritance Scenario Inheritance Scenario
• Cross 2 homozygous plants and Cross a homozygous purple with

offspring look like parents. a heterozygous.
-PPxPP -PPxPp
- PP, PP, PP, PP - PP, Pp, PP. Pp

Inheritance Scenario Law of Segregation
• Cross 2 heterozygous plants. When a parent plant forms sex

- Pp x Pp cells (gametes), the parent’ s
- PP, Pp, Pp, gene pairs separate, or

segregate, in a process known as
the law of segregation.

4



LOW of Independent
Assortment

• When 2 or more traits are involved
in a cross the genes segregate from
each other without being linked to
the other trait’ s genes.

• The law of independent assortment
states that each gene pair for a
trait is inherited independently of
the gene pairs for aN other traits.

Probability
• Probability is the possibility that a

particular event will occur.
• Used to predict the results of

genetic crosses.
• In a cross between 2 heterozygous

plants there is a 25% chance of a
short plant showing up, or a 1 in 4
possibility.

Probability
• Probability is written as a ratio

(fraction) or as a percentage

• Results of one event (croSs) do
not effect the next event
(cross) outcome.

Punnett Square
A Punnett square is a special
chart used to show the possible
gene combinations in a cross
between two --

organisms. c ::

To use the Punnett
Square:

• Place the female sex cell’ s genes across
the top of the square.

• Place the male sex cell’ 5 genes along
the left side of the square.

• In each box put the female gene
together with the male gene that are
next to that box.

Genotype and Phenotype
• The actual gene pair in the box is

known as the genotype of the
organism (Tt).

• Use the genotype to determine the
phenotype, or actual physical
appearance, of the organism (Tall).

5



bihybrid Cross

A cross involving 2 traits.
-5eed’ AkIF) seed shape

GW G. QW 95s

GGV/V/ 6GW,, GW./ G9W.’,
S_SW —

6GW,, 6Gw,, 696,, 6gww
6w

— .5..

G9WV/ GgW. gjVW WWv
9W Q

G9V/w G9w.s I 99Wv qg..,v.
9.” h

Monohybrid Cross

• A genetic cross involving only one trait.
- Tongue rolling, flower color

A
f.,IIn r

Chromosomes

Chromosome Theory

According to the chromosome theory,
genes are carried from parents to
offspring on chromosomes.

Chromosomes and Genes

• Chromosomes (made of bNA) control all
the traits of an organism.

• The main function of genes on a
chromosome is to control the production
of proteins.

• Each gene controls the production of a
specific protein.

Meiosis

6



Homologous Chromosomes
• You inherit a

chromosome from
each of your parents
so that you have 2 of
each kind of
chromosome.

•Thetwo
chromosomes of
each matching pair
are called
homologous
chromosomes.

What is it?

Melosis is a type of cell division that
produces four cells, each with half the
number of chromosomes as the parent
cell.
- These cells are the gametes.
Very similar to mitosis.
There are two divisions but only one
replication of chromosomes.

( t

Meiosis I

Interphase

• Just as in mitosis, the cell duplicates its
bNA.

• Now a human cell that started with 46
chromosomes would have 92.

Prophase I

• Homologous chromosomes stick
together.

• The four chromatids can be called
tetrads, now.

• The sister chromatids exchange some
genetic material in a process known as
crossing over.

Ilbmdo)5 C’rrc,r, 4&c,tt,ns-t
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Metaphase I Anaphase I

• Tetrads move to cell equator arid attach
to the spindles.

• Homologous chromosomes separate by
shortening spindles.

• Sister chromcztids stay together.

Telophase I

• Each pole has only one set of
chromosomes.

• Chromosomes are still duplicated.
• Cytokiriesis follows resulting in two cells

each with 46 chromosomes.

Meiosis II

Prophose II

• Chromosomes attach to spindles at the
centromere.

Metaphase II

• Chromosomes line up on the equator of
the cell.

8



Anaphase II Telophase II

• Sister chromatids are pulled apart by
shortening spindles.

• The nuclear envelope forms around the
chromosomes.

• Cytokinesis occurs resulting in two cells
with half the original number of
chromosomes (23 in humans).

(
(x)(

(x) (xx)

N

(H
--

) — I; ) ii )( i)

Sex Chromosomes
• X chromosome carries other genes

besides the ones determining sex.
• Y chromosome carries very few other

genes.

Mutations

• A mutation is a change in a gene or a
chromosome.

• Mutations can be bad or they can be
good.

• In body cells (skin) the mutation will
only affect that organism.
In sex cells the mutation will only
affect an offspring.

9



Negative Mutation
Six-legged frog

Positive Mutation
Katahdiri Potato

Human Genetics

How Many Genes?
• 100,000 on 46 chromosomes.

- 23 pairs of chromosomes.
• Each pair of chromosomes has matching

genes for certain traits.
• Each gene may be different (dominant,

recessive, etc.)

Incomplete bomiriance
• Sometimes genes are neither dominant

nor recessive.
• In incomplete dominance, neither gene

dominates the other, instead they blend
together to show an intermediate trait.

Incomplete Dominance Example

• Japanese Four
0’ clock flowers

• Homozygous red is
RR.

x

CwC

• Homozygous white is F,G,o,

ww.
Pink flowers show up
when RW is
inherited.

F2 G,n,raIo,,
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Multiple Alleles Co-bominance

Human Blood Type

• lemember...2 genes...1 from each parent!
• A + A Type A blood
• B + B Type B blood
• A ÷ B = Type AB blood
• A + 0 Type A blood
• B+0=TypeBblood
• 0+OzTypeOblood

• When there are more than two alleles
for a trait the gene has multiple alleles.
- Skin color
- Height
- Weight
- Eye color
- Blood type

• This is why there is a range of
phenotypes.

Sometimes two alleles can be dominant
at the same time.

• Both phenotypes show up at the same
time.

• Neither is dominant over the other.
• This phenomenon is called co-dominance.
• Human blood types
• Sickle Cell Anemia

Sickle Cell Anemia
• Co-dominance event

Hemoglobin malfunction
• RBCs are “sickle-shaped’.

- bon’t carry oxygen well.
— No cure. Treatment is blood transfusions.
— African and Hispanic ethnicities

• Heterozygotes are malaria immune.

Sickle Cell Blood

Co-bominance Example

• Human Blood Type
• There are four blood types.

-A
-B
- AR
-o
The A allele and B allele are co
dominant.
The A and B dominate 0.

11



Blood

*
Typing Test

A

..
B

..

AB

Sex-Linked Traits
If a male inherits a recessive gene from
his mother, he does not have the same
gene on his Y chromosome that could
possibly be dominant.
This male would express the recessive
trait.
This type of trait is called a sex-linked
trait.

0

Females don’ t get it??

• Males are always affected.
• Females may have the dominant allele on

the other X chromosome to compensate
for a recessive one.

• Hemophilia
• Colorblindness
• Baldness

XCV FaIhon

(normal color idiion)

r
CXC

XCXc

Morh

xc

Ccc), (amok
$q000a. oral,

c

(r)nlal

4 m
Victcrr

Nondisjunction
• Sometimes the genetic problem isn’ t

because a gene is mutated.
• Maybe there is a problem with how the

chromosomes are inherited.
• When chromosomes don’ t separate

normally during meiosis it is called
nondisjunction.

I—
iy

ijJocr

°
Ii,

c):;r

tTh.ro,,,040r 3.r.,ossI]ocars 4.h ga,rh,-oh-’’c
dc,rOl onor/ In

I. roncOIncrcnh Icn c-n
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Nondisjunction
The offspring inherits too many or not
enough chromosomes.
A karyotype of the person’ s
chromosomes can be used to diagnose
this problem.
A karyotype is a picture of the
chromosomes in a cell.

S
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bown Syndrome
• Extra chromosomes 21.
• Characteristics:

- Short
- pound faces
- Heavy eyelids
- Some degree of mental retardationII ii XJC H ii

U U U U ::
IT fl II ,,

Amniocentesis
Amniocentesis is a method used to get
cells from an unborn baby so a
karyotype can be done.
A large needle is used to take some of
the amniotic fluid surrounding the baby.
This fluid contains cells from the baby.



Genetic Counseling

• An option for people who may be
concerned about passing a trait to their
children.

• A karyotype is done on each parent.
• The counselor gathers information

about each parent’ s family history.
• Puts together a pedigree.

- A “map” of the inheritance of the trait.

14



Honors Biology Name
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson Dote Due:

History of Genetics

Key Concepts
Genetics is the study of heredity, or the passing on of traits from an
organism to its offspring.

Building Vocabulary Skills; Seeing Relationships

When you first begin the study of genetics, there are many new vocabulary
words to learn so that you may talk about the process of passing
characteristics from parents to offspring. It is important that you
understand that all of these terms are related to one another. Seeing those
relationships will help you remember the vocabulary words. To complete the
following exercise, look at the two words that are listed and write a
statement that shows the relationship between the two words.

1. Traits, genetics

_________

2. Genetics, Gregor Mendel

3. Genes, traits

______

4. Dominant, recessive



Mendel’s Peas: Understanding the Main Ideas

You already know that Gregor Mendel is called the Father of Genetics. Look
carefully at the illustration below. The steps are presented in the correct
sequence as they occurred. After you have studied the diagram, write a
short paragraph explaining this early study of heredity. Be sure to include
the terms dominant and recessive in your explanation.

F1 generation



Building Vocabulary Skills: Labeling biagrams

After learning the “history of genetics”, you should be able to label the
following diagram with the correct terms - purebred and hybrid. Be sure
you can explain what each term means.

C = Wrinkled (r)

Possible gene pairs
J in offspring

} Parent cells

} Sex cells

= Round (R)



Examine the illustration below. Pictured is an example of incomplete
dominance. In your own words, explain this principle of genetics.

P.
RR (red) WW (white)

-

• P
RW(pink) RW(pink)

P
RW (pink) RW (pink)



Reviewing 6enetic Principles: Understanding the Main Ideas
Fill in the blanks with the words that best complete each statement of
genetic principle.

1. Traits, or

__________________________,

are passed on from one

generation of organisms to the next generation.

2. The traits of an organism are controlled by

3. Organisms inherit genes in

_______________________,

one from each

4. Some genes are

____________________,whereas

other genes are

5.

____________ _____

genes hide

___________________

genes

when both are inherited by an organism.

6. Some genes are neither dominant nor recessive. These genes show





Honors Biology
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson

Main bish
Fried chicken
Broiled fish
Seafood salad
Steak

bessert
Fruit
Cheesecake
Ice cream
Apple pie

“-‘U Ii

-,

e-

1. How many different combinations of a main dish and a dessert can you
choose

from?

_________________

2. Suppose you also wish to choose from among four possible beverages. Now
what would be the total number of possible combinations open to you?

Human traits are transferred by the genes that make up the chromosomes. Think
of these traits in terms of a menu. Look at the following “genetic” menu:

Hair color
Brown
led

Hair type
Curly
Straight

Ear lobes
Attached
Unattached

3. If each human has one gene of each trait, how many different humans are
possible?

_____________________

Name

____

bate bue:

Calculating Possibilities

In each of the following situations, you will be asked to calculate the number of
possible choices in each situation. See if you can find an easy way to do these
calculations.
You are in a restaurant. After reading the menu, you decide to have a main dish
and a dessert item.
The following shows the restaurant’s menu:

1



Add the following trait to the genetic menu: 7
Skin
Freckles
No freckles

4. How many different humans are possible now?

___________________________

5. What happens to the number of different humans possible when another
trait is added?

_______________________________________________________

6. Figure out the number of possible different humans that can be formed
from

six traits.

______________________________________________________________

2



Honors Biology Name

_____________________

Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson bate bue:

Genetics and Probability

Key Concepts
• Probability can be used to predict the results of genetic crosses.
• In addition to probability, a special chart called a Punnett square is

used to show the possible gene combinations in a cross between two
organisms.

Building Vocabulary Skills: Analyzing Information

A phenotype refers to

______________________________________________

A genotype is the

____________________________________________________

Using the definitions you stated, answer the questions about the following
diagram.

p F,
B U

ba

c 80 80

88 00

/\
B B b 0

1. What are the phenotypes of the parents?

2. What are the genotypes of the parents?

3. What are the phenotypes of the offspring?

4. What are the genotypes of the offspring? -



F1 Fp
a b

,
c;j

What are the phenotypes of the parents? —

What are the genotypes of the parents?

What are the phenotypes of the offspring?

What are the genotypes of the offspring?

__________________

How can you explain the fact that the offspring that has a BB
genotype and one that has a Bb genotype are both black?

a

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. Can a white offspring be a hybrid? Why?

2



Putting It Together: Applying the Main Ideas
bemoristrate your understanding of Purinett squares arid probability by
completing the test cross in the Punriett square and answering the questions.

After completing the Punnett square show the relationship between the
Punnel-t square and probability by answering these questions.

1. What is the probability of getting a white offspring from this cross?

2. What is the probability of getting a black purebred offspring from
this cross? NOTE: Read this question carefully and think about it.

3. Explain your answer to question #2.

F1
B b

b

3





Honors Biology
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson

%. ,-Green (G) is the dominant color for pods of pea plants.
Yellow (g) is recessive

— “ d’.

What are the phenotypes of the following
genotypes?

a. GG

b. Gg

C. gg

2. Fill in the Punnett squares below to show the outcomes of the crosses.
Next to each genotypes, write the correct phenotype.

a. GGxGg

c. GgxGg

b. GGxgg

d. Ggxgg

Name

_____

Date Due:

What Color Is the Pod?

1.





Honors Biology
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson

byhybrid Crosses - Genetic
Crosses that Involve 2 Traits

In rabbits, grey hair is dominant to white hair. Also in rabbits, black eyes
are dominant to red eyes.
These letters represent the genotypes of the rabbits:

GG z gray hair BB z black eyes
Gg gray hair Bb z black eyes
gg white hair bb red eyes

1. What are the phenotypes (descriptions) of rabbits that have the
following genotypes:

Ggbb 99BB

ggbb GgBb

2. A male rabbit with the genotype GGbb is crossed with a female rabbit
with the genotype ggBb. The square is set up below. Fill it out and
determine the phenotypes and proportions in the offspring.

How many out of 16 have grey fur and black
eyes?

How many out of 16 have grey fur and red
eyes?

How many out of 16 have white fur and
black eyes?

How many out of 16 have white fur and red
eyes?

Gb Gb Gb Gb

gB

gB

gb

gb



3. A male rabbit has the genotype GgBb. tetermine the combinations of
alleles the gametes produced by this rabbit would carry.
(HINT: There are four combinations.)

4. A female rabbit has the genotype ggBb. betermine the combinations
of alleles the gametes produced by this rabbit would carry.

5. Use the gametes from #3 and #4 to set up a Punnett square in the
space provided below. Then fill out the square and determine the
phenotypes of the offspring produced from this cross and the ratio of
the phenotypes.

2



6. Show the cross between a rabbit with the genotype ggBb and a rabbit
with the genotype GGBb. betermine the phenotypes of the offspring
and their ratio.

7. An aquatic arthropod called a Cyclops has
antennae that are either smooth or barbed. The
allele for barbs is dominant. In the same
organism, resistance to pesticides is a recessive
trait. Make a key to show all the possible
genotypes and phenotypes of this organism. -V

3



8. A Cyclops that is resistant to pesticides and has smooth antennae is
crossed with one that is heterozygous for both traits. Show the
genotypes of the parents.

x

_________________

9. Set up a Punnet square for the cross of the parents above.

10. What is the phenotypic ratio of the offspring?

4



Honors Biology
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson

Key
.

Concepts
According to the chromosome theory, genes are carried from parents
to their offspring on chromosome.
The main function of chromosomes is to control the production of
substances called proteins.

Building Vocabulary Skills: Making Identifications

.. ‘1e’phase

\\

F:phie I

‘.‘ A”aphse I

‘ Telophase I

t

— —1 Cy1oknss

‘I .1..

:ph jc II

( ).
( )

•V’ t&oohase II •

)
— —.1 Cytokees II —

Name

bate bue:

Chromosomes

Examine the diagram, then
answer the following
questions.

1. Identify the process
illustrated in the
diagram.

I I
II

II •;;‘

2. In your own words, describe this process.



3. Identify the structures in \\ /

the diagram. I ic.. 2
16 F S (

IC- j J)
20 22 (,.

4. In your own words,
describe these structures.

_________________________________________

5. What are the objects identified by letters?

_____________________

6. Explain the function of the objects identified by letters.

Seeing Relationships: Using the Main Ideas

In your own words, write a complete statement relating each pair of words.

1. Genes,
chromosomes

________________________________________________

2. Chromosomes, proteins

__________________________________________

2



Seeing Both Sides: Using the Main Ideas

A mutation is a change in a gene or chromosome. Mutations may be harmful
or helpful. Complete the following chart showing your understanding of both
positive and negative mutations.

Type befinition Examples

Harmful

Helpful

3





Honors ioIogj Name__________________
Unit : Genetics
Mrs. Ctcheson Due Date:

Gene MutatIon5

There are two tjpes 0f mutations, small-scale gene mutations and large_scale
chromosomal mutations. You will do gene (point) mutations In th5 handout.
Since mRNA is read In threes (codons), an addition or deletion of a base changes
the reading frame of the seguence.

I. rrame5l-lIft MutatIons

DNA Sentence THC OY CUT HIS LIP AND ATC THL HOT DOG

InserLion xam pIe TH OY CUT HIS SLI PAN DAT LTH LHO TDO

Insert a base

Delete a base

DNA Sentence THC OY CUT HIS LIP AND ATC THL HOT DOG
I

Deletion Cxample THL OY UT HIS LIP ANA TLT HCH OTD OG

The irl5ertion 5hft5 the reading frame to the right. The deletion 5hft5 the
reading frame to the lefL Complete the following lines for frameshi1
mutations.
* Indicates where the frameshIf± occurs.

DNA THC OY CUT HIS LIP AND AT THL HOT DOG

Sentence

Inseftion THL OY *

Deletion TH OY CUT *



Now use real DNA code and translate it into the correct amino acid
se9uence. Decide where In the original DNA code to cause a mutation on
the rest o1 the 9uestions. Please use the genetic code diagram on the last
rage to lInd the corresponding amino acids.
*Circle the location in the mutated DNA where the mutation tool place.

Original TAC GGA CGA TCT CAG GAG CCT ATA ATC

DNA

nsertion

DNA

Mutated

mRNA

Mutated

amino

acids

Original Met Pro Ala Arg Val Leu Glj Trj STOP
amino

acids

Original TAC GGA CGA TCT CAG GAG CCT ATA ATC

DNA

Deletion

DNA

Mutated

mRNA

Mutated

amino

acids

Original Met Pro Ala Arg Val Leu Gl3 Tr STOP
amino

acids

2



UsuaILj a frameshft mutatIon results In the sjnthesIs of a nonfunctional
proteIn. wh dojou thinL jour mutated protein might not be functional?

II. ease Substitution Mutations
A different tJpe 0f gene mutatIon is called base sub5tltutlon. It Is the
sImplest tjpe of mutation where a nucleotide pair Is replaced with a
different nucleotide pair.

base substitution GAC — GCC

1. One tape 0f base substitution Is called a transver5Ion mutation.

Transverslon mutation Is when one purlne (A, G) Is swapped wIth a
primidine (C, T).

Purlne — Primidine GAC — TAC

Pjrimidine — Purlne GAC — GAG

Use the DNA code below to demonstrate a purlne — primidine

transversion mutation. All jou have to d0 is change one base
CIrcle the mutated amino acid.

Original TAC CAT GCA GAT CTG GCC CAG TTC ATC

DNA

Transverslon

DNA

Mutated

mRNA

Mutated

amIno acids

Original Met Val Arg Leu Asp Arg Val Ls STOP

amIno acids

3



2. The opposite ol: transversion mutations is transition mutations. A
transition mutation happens when one purine is swapped with the
other purine or pjrImidine th pjrimidine.

Purine —b Purine GAC — AAC

PjrimIdine — PjrimIdine GAC - GAT

Use the DNA code below to demonstrate a purine — purine
transition mutation. All ou have to do is change one DNA kasel
Circle the mutated amino acId.

Original TAC GTC GCT C/M\ CGG GAC CTG ACC ATC

DNA

Transition

DNA

Mutated
mRNA

Mutated
amino
acids
Original Met GIn Arg Val Ala Leu Asp Trp STOP

amino
acids

5. A third tjpe of base substitution i5 called silent mutation. Silent
mutation happens when one base in a codon is changed but both
code for the same amino acid.

DNA

Amino acid

CTT - CTG
Leu — Leu

4



Use the DNA code to demonstrate a silent mutation. All jou have to dO 5

change one DNA base bt the amino acid stabs the same. Circle the
mutated DNA base.

Original TAC CAT TCT CGG TGT AA AGG GCG ATC

DNA

Silent
DNA

Mutated

mRNA

Mutated

amino

acids
Original Met Val Arg Ala Thr Phe Ser Arg STOP

amino
acids

+. A base mutation that creates a new stop codon in place oc an amino
acid is called a nonsense mutation.

DNA TGT - TGA

Amino acid Cjs — STOP

5



Use the DNA code below to demonstrate a flOfl5fl5 mutation. All jou
have to d0 is change one DNA base to create a new stop codon. Circle
the mutated amino acid.

Original TAC GGA CGA TCT CAG GAG CCT ATA ATC
DNA

Nonsense
DNA
Mutated
mRNA
Mutated
amino
acids
Original Met Pro Ala Arg Val Leu Gl3 Trj STOP
amino

acids

Please explain the dIerence between a rameshit mutation and a base
substitution mutation.

6



Honors Biology Name
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson bate Due:

Human Genetics

Key Concepts
Scientists can now apply some of the basic principles of genetics to the
study of human heredity.

Building Vocabulary Skills: Information From a Punnett Square
The Punnett square pictured below shows a cross between two people and
the inheritance of the disorder sickle cell anemia. Each person carries one
gene for sickle cell hemoglobin and one gene for normal hemoglobin. Examine
the Punnett square, then fill in the blanks in the passage that follows.

A gene for normal hemoglobin
5 z gene for sickle cell hemoglobin

Each letter represents one member of a gene pair for a specific trait, a type
of hemoglobin. Each of these individual genes is known as an

______________

The individuals with the genotype AA have two alleles for

________________

The AS individuals have one allele for

_______________________

and one
allele for

__________________________.

They are said to be

_______________

of the sickle cell trait. The 55 individuals have

__________________________

for sickle cell hemoglobin. 55 individuals have the genetic disorder

________

According to the Punnett square, the children of two
carriers of the sickle cell trait have a one in four chance of having the
genotype AA, a

________

in four chance of having the genotype AS, and a

____________

in four chance of having sickle cell anemia.
Because both of the genes that are present are expressed, this type of
inheritance is an example of

_________________________.

Another example
of this type of inheritance involves

__________________________________



Humans Are Special: Understanding the Main Ideas

In many cases of heredity in plants and animals, there are two alleles for a
trait. But inheritance is often more complex than that, particularly in
humans. How many alleles are there for human skin color?

________________

How many alleles determine the major human blood groups?

______________

Building Vocabulary Skills: Explanation Please

The Punnett square below shows the inheritance of colorblindness. Examine
the diagram, then answer the questions that follow.

P Generation
XCXC Normal Female

XCY Normal Male

Xc Xc

XCXC XCXC

Xc Normal Normal
Female Female

XCY XCY

Y Normal Colorblind
Male Male

1. What kind of trait is colorblindness?

__________________

2. Why are females less likely than males to be colorblind?

3. What is another example of this kind of trait?

____



Building Vocabulary Skills: Analyzing Information
Look at the following illustration arid answer the questions below.

xi

xi ñ it

x1 xx
17 18 19 20

Lx,, Vx
21 22

The illustration pictures the size, number, and shape of chromosomes found
in a human organism. What is it called?

_________________________________

If you look carefully at the pairs of chromosomes, you will notice that there
is an extra twenty-first chromosome. What condition results from this
extra chromosome?

____________________________________________________

This condition results when a chromosome pair fails to separate during
meiosis. What is this failure called?

_____________________________________

One method of diagnosing a genetic disorder such as bown Syndrome is



Seeing Connections: Using the Main Ideas
You have learned that nondisjunction can result in certain genetic disorders
because body cells receive either more chromosomes or fewer chromosomes
than normal. In the space provided, explain in your own words why you think
this happens.



Honors iologj
Unit 0: Genetics
Mrs. jtcheson

Oompa Loompa Genetics
Monohbric1 Crosses

DirectIons: Solve the following genetics
crosses regarding the Oompa Loompas. Show
9our worL.

1. oompasgenerallj have graJ faces, which is
caused a dominant gene. The recessive
condition results in an orange cace. Develop a

to 5h0 the possible genotjpes and
phenotypes lor the Oompa’s face colors.

Kej

F’henotpe Genotjpe
Gras face

GraEJ face
Orange face

2. Two heterozjgous Oompa’s are crossed. What percentage of the
offspring will have orange faces?

Name_____

Date Due:



5. Agraj faced Oompa (homozgous) is married to an orange faced
Oompa. Thej have 8 Oompa children. How mans o1 tho5e children ll
have gras races?

+. Otis Oompa has an orange lace and is married to Ona Oompa h0 h35
gras lace. Thej have o Oompa children, o o which have orange laces.
What is Ona and Otis Oompa’s genot3pes?

Ona Oompa

Otis Oompa

Odie Oompa has a graj race. In fact, everjone in Oclie’s familj has a gra
face and the famllj liLes to brag that thej are a “pure” line. Much to h5
famil’s horror, he married Ondi Oompa who has an orange face.

What ll the children’s phenotypes be?

_____________________________

What will the children’s genotjpes be?

_______________________________

2



Ona Oompa (from #+) divorces Otis and marries Otto who has an orange
face. What is the percentage 0f ossib1lt that Ona and Otto’s children
wIll have an orange face?

7. Oompas can have red, blue or purple hair. The allele that controls this
trait Is incompletel dominant where purple hair is caused the
heterozjgous conditIon. Develop a “Lej” for the genotjpes and
phenotpes of hair color.

Kej
henot,pe Genotjpe
Red

Iue

-

8. Orville oompa has purple hair and is married to Opal oompa h0 brags
that she has the bluest blue hair in the vallej.

How manj (%) of Opal’s children wiii be able to brag about their blue hair,
also?

How mans will tale after their father?

____________________

3



9. One ol Opal’s chIldren is born wIth shocldng red hair. Is Orville the father
of ths chIld?

ut walt! Opal swears that she has been laithlul. She claims that the
hospital gooled and got her bab mixed up lth someone else’s. Is Opal
the mother o the red haired child?

10. Olga Oompa has red hair and marries Oliver Oompa h0 has blue hair.
Then have 52 children. What Is the color o these children’s hair?

11. Olivia Oompa Is married to Odo oompa. both olthem have purple hair.
Thej have 100 children. What is the hair color (and percentage) of their
ch ld ren?

4



12. in the land Of Oompa, blue haIr is hIghlj valued. Elue haired Oompas get
special benefits. Oscar Oompa has purple hair but he wants a wife that
will give him children with blue hair.

What color hair should he l00L for in a wIfe?

______________

if he can’t find thI5 tpe of Oompa, what should be hI5 second choice?

15. Ophelia Oompa is not married but she wants to have children. he goes
to a fertilitj clinic where she is fertilized b an anonmous sperm donor.
Ophelia has red hair. months later, a litter 0f Oompas are born. of the
8 babies in the litter, + of them have red hair and + of them have purple
hair. What color hair dId the babies’ father have?

H-. Ophelia repeats the process a jear later. This time she has a lifter of 5
oompas all 0f which have purple hair. What was the father’s hair color in
th5 case?

5



15. A homozjgousgra faced blue haired Oompa named OrtImer marries an
orange paced (homozjgous), red haired Oompa named Odette.

GGb xggRR

What will Ortimer and Odefte’s children lool< lile?

1. Two Oompas, both heterozjgous for both traits, are marrIed. Out 0f
children, how man 0f each tape would jou expect?

6
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Mrs. Eytcheson

Name____

tue bate:

Pure Gold?

Imagine that you have inherited a ranch in California from a distant relative.
When you visit the ranch, you instantly fall in love with several magnificent
palomino horses. The palominos are golden in color. They have blonde tails
and manes. You decide to breed palominos.

1. How could you determine experimentally if the palomino color is a

hybrid or a purebred trait?

_____________________________________

Suppose that you bred many pairs of palomino horses and they produce
these foals: 61 palomino, 32 brown, and 29 white.

2. Does this observation support the hypothesis that palomino color is

purebred?

3. About what percentage of the foals were palomino?

Brown?

_________

%z Part xlOO
Whole

White?



When the foals mature, you breed the brown horses together. All the
resulting foals are brown. You also breed the white horses together. All of
their foals are white. Represent the genotype of brown horses as BB and
white horses as WW. Complete the Punnett square to show the mating of
two golden palomino horses.

4. What genetic phenomenon is demonstrated in this example?

2



Honors Bioiogy Name____
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson Due Date:

Sex-Linked Traits

In fruit flies, eye color is a sex-linked trait. Red is dominant to white.

1. What ore the sexes and eye colors of flies with the following
genotypes?

XRXr

________________________

XRY

_________________________

xr’xr

________________________

XRXR

________________________

xry

_________________________

2. What are the genotypes of these flies?

White-eyed male

___________________

Red-eyed female (heterozygous)

______

White-eyed female

_________________

Red-eyed male

_____________________



3. Show the cross of a white-eyed female (Xl’X’) with a red-eyed male
(XY).

4. Show a cross between a homozygous, red-eyed female and a white-
eyed male.
What are the genotypes of the parents?

____________________

&____________________

How many of the offspring are:

White-eyed male?

_________________

White-eyed female?

__________

Red-eyed male?

___________________

Red-eyed female?

_________________

2



5. Show the cross of a red-eyed female (heterozygous) and a red-eyed
male. What are the genotypes of the parents?

How many of the offspring are:

White-eyed male?

_________________

White eyed female?

_______________

Red-eyed male?

____________________

Red eyed female?

_________________

6. In the above cross, 100 males and 200 females were produced.
How many red-eyed flies would there be all together?

3



In humans, hemophilia is a sex linked trait.
Females can be normal, carriers, or have the —

disease. Males will either have the disease or
not (but they won’t ever be carriers).

7. betermine the genotype for each of the following individuals:

_________________

normal female

_________________

carrier female

________________

female hemophiliac

________________

normal male

________________

male hemophiliac

8. Show the cross of a man who has hemophilia with a woman who is a
carrier.

What is the probability that their children will have the disease?

4



9. A woman who is a carrier marries a normal man. Show the cross.

What is the probability that their children will have hemophilia?

What sex will a child in the family with hemophilia be?

______________

10. A woman who has hemophilia marries a normal man. How many of their
children will have hemophilia, and what will be their sex?

5



In cats, the gene for calico (multicolored) cats is co-dominant. Females
that receive a B and an R gene have black and orange splotches on white
coats. Males can only be black or orange,
but never calico.
Here’s what a calico female’s genotype would
look like: XBXR

11. Show the cross of a female calico cat
with a black male.

What percentage of the kittens will be black and male?

_____________

What percentage of the kittens will be calico and male?

_____________

What percentage of the kittens will be calico and female?

___________

12. Show the cross of a female black cat, with a male orange cat.

What percentage of the kittens will be calico and female?

What color will all the male cats be?

6



Honors Biology Name________________________
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson bue bate:

Human Pedigree

Introduction

A pedigree is a diagram of family relationships that uses symbols to
represent people and lines to represent genetic relationships. These
diagrams make it easier to visualize relationships within families, particularly
large extended families. Pedigrees are often used to determine the mode of
inheritance (dominant, recessive, etc.) of genetic diseases. A sample
pedigree is below.

II

In a pedigree, squares represent males and circles represent females.
Horizontal lines connecting a male and female represent a reproduction.
Vertical lines extending downward from a couple represent their children.
Subsequent generations are therefore written underneath the parental
generations and the oldest individuals are found at the top of the pedigree.

If the purpose of a pedigree is to analyze the pattern of inheritance of a
particular trait, it is customary to shade in the symbol of all individuals that
possess this trait.

In the pedigree above, the grandparents had three children, two sons and
one daughter. The 2I,d son had two daughters, the first of whom had the
trait.

In the exercises that follow, you will learn patterns of inheritance using a
pedigree.



The following represent other symbols you may see or use when reading a
human pedigree.

Standard Pedigree Nomenclature

Sibling line

Male. female,D sex unspecified

Proband

JZI 0 Deceased

• • Affected with trait

• • Carrier (autosomal or X-linked
recessive inheritance)

W Asyni ptomatic/p
carrier (autosomal dominant
in henta ice)

jJ1 [] Adopted

Consanguinity

Dizygotic twins

Monoiygotic twins

0

Reproduction

Pregnancy

Øor

Miscarriage

Termination of
pregnancy

Stillbirth

In ía rlility

I No offspring
by choice

2



beveloping Conclusions About bifferent Modes of Inheritance
In the exercises below, assume that the trait in question is a genetic
disorder or abnormality. You will learn patterns of inheritance that have the
following modes of inheritance:

• Autosomal dominant
• Autosomal recessive
• Sex-linked recessive

Autosomal Dominant
The pedigree below is for a genetic disorder or abnormality. You do
not yet know if it is dominant or recessive. You will determine if it is
possible that the trait is autosomal dominant. If the trait is
dominant, you will use the following designations:

• A the trait (a genetic disorder or abnormality, dominant)
• a normal (recessive)

If the trait were recessive, you will use the following designations:
• A normal (dominant)
• a the trait (a genetic disorder or abnormality, recessive)

a. Assume for the moment that the trait is dominant (we don’t
know, yet). The pedigree shows that three of the individuals
have the recessive (normal) phenotype and one individual has
the dominant (abnormal) phenotype. Write the genotype of the
affected (abnormal) individual next to her symbol in the
pedigree below. If you only know one of the alleles (letters),
use a “...“ for the unknown letter. If possible, write the
genotype of the three recessive individuals next to their
symbols. As you attempt to write the genotypes, keep in mind
that the pedigree may not be possible for a dominant trait; it
may not be possible to write the genotypes.

3



b. Is it possible that the pedigree is for an autosomal dominant
trait? Explain.

c. Write the genotypes next to the symbol for each person in the
pedigree below assuming that it is for a dominant trait.

d. Is it possible that this pedigree is for an outosomal dominant
trait? Explain.

e. What can you conclude from these two examples about the
parents of a child that has a dominant characteristic?

4



2. You will determine if the pedigree below can be for a trait that is

autosomal dominant. Use “A” and “a” as you did for the previous
pedigrees.
a. Write the genotype of each individual next to the symbol.

a III
b. Is it possible that this pedigree is for an autosomal dominant

•trait? Explain.

c. In conclusion, can two individuals that have an autosomal
dominant trait have unaffected children? Explain.

I

I

5



Autosomal Recessive
3. You will determine if the pedigree below can be for a trait that is

autosomal recessive. Use the following designations:
• A normal
• a z the trait (a genetic disorder or abnormality)

a. Assuming that the trait is recessive, write the genotype of
each individual next to the symbol.

b. Is it possible that the pedigree above is for an autosomal
recessive trait? Explain.

c. Assuming that the pedigree below is for a recessive trait, write
the genotype next to the symbol for each person.

I

d. Is it possible that this pedigree is for an autosomal recessive
trait? Explain.

Ill
I I I

6



e. If a trait is autosomal recessive, what can you conclude about
the children if both are affected?

4. You will determine if the pedigree below can be for a trait that is
autosomal recessive. Use “A” and “a” as you did for the previous
example.
a. Write the genotype of each individual next to the symbol.

b. Is it possible that this pedigree is for an autosomal recessive
trait? Explain.

c. If a trait is autosomal recessive, what can you conclude about
the children of two parents that are not affected?

7



5. You will determine if the pedigree below can be for a trait that is
autosomal recessive.
a. Write the genotype of each individual next to the symbol.

b. Is it possible that this pedigree is for an autosomcil recessive
trait? Explain.

c. In this pedigree, two generations have been skipped. What can
you conclude about recessive traits skipping generations (is it
possible or not)?

8



Sex-Linked Recessive
The conclusions that you made for autosomal recessive traits apply to sex-
linked traits. In this exercise, you will work on some additional conclusions
because males have only one sex-linked chromosome and females have two.

6. You will determine if the pedigree below can be for a trait that is sex-
linked recessive. Use the following designations:

• X’ z Normal
• X° the trait (a genetic disorder or abnormality)
• Y Y chromosome (males only)

a. Write the genotype of each individual next to the symbol.

b. Is it possible that the pedigree above is for a sex-linked
recessive trait? Explain.

c. Write the genotype next to the symbol for each person in the
pedigree below.

9



d. Is it possible that this pedigree is for a sex-linked recessive
trait? Explain.

e. Write the genotype next to the symbol for each person in the
pedigree below.

f. Is it possible that this pedigree is for a sex-linked recessive
trait? Explain.

g. Write the genotype next to the symbol for each person in the
pedigree below.

10



h. Is it possible that this pedigree is for a sex-linked recessive
trait? Explain.

What can you conclude about the children of mothers affected
with a sex-linked recessive characteristic?

j. What can you conclude about the father of an affected female?

7. You will determine if the pedigree below can be for a trait that
is sex-linked recessive. We will continue to use the
designations IXAU and “X°”.
a. Write the genotype of each individual next to the symbol.

b. Is it possible that this pedigree is for a sex-linked
recessive trait? Explain.

11



c. What can you conclude about the children if both parents are
affected with a sex-linked recessive trait?

d. How does this conclusion compare with the one you made earlier
about both parents being affected by an autosomal recessive
trait?

e. Do the conclusions that you made for autosomal recessive traits
apply to sex-linked recessive traits? Explain.

9. a. If a genetic disorder is sex-linked recessive what is the
phenotype of a female that has only one disorder allele (Xa)?

b. What is the phenotype of a male with one disorder allele?

c. What can you conclude about the number of males that would
have the disorder compared to the number of females?

12



Application of Pedigree Analysis
The conclusions about inheritance (above) can be used to help analyze
pedigrees. For each pedigree below, tell if the trait can be autosomal
dominant, autosomal recessive, and sex-linked recessive. If the pedigree
cannot fit a mode of inheritance, tell why.

Pedigree A

Ifl

Pedigree B

U__

___

Oèn-o

:ti
Answer questions 10 - 15 with either “yes” or “no”. If you answer no, explain
why.
10. Can pedigree A be autosomal dominant? To answer this question, go

back and look at your conclusion for autosomal dominant traits
(question le).

13



11. Can pedigree B be autosomal dominant?

12. Can pedigree A be autosomal recessive? To answer this question go
back and look at your conclusion for autosomal recessive traits
(question 3e).

13. Can pedigree B be autosomal recessive?

14. Can pedigree A be sex-linked recessive? To answer this question, go
back and look at your conclusion for sex-linked recessive traits
(questions 6i and 6j).

15. Can pedigree B be sex-linked recessive?

14



16. Draw a pedigree that represents Mary married to Greg and with 2
sons (Scott and Tyler) and 1 daughter (Karen). Please label the
pedigree with the names of the people.

17. Draw a pedigree that represents Mary married to Greg, with 2 sons
and 1 daughter. Their son, Scott, married April and had Sutton (a boy)
and Kendall (a girl). Their daughter, Karen, married Harry and had Eliq
(a son) and Tariq (a son). Please label the pedigree with the names of
the people.

15



18. brow a pedigree that represents Julie married to Jeff, with one
daughter, Josephine. Josephine married Joseph and had Jason and
Joe. Joe married Julia and had Shannon and fraternal twin boys, Mark
and Alex. Mark married Alison and had Ray and Scarlet. Please label
the pedigree with the names of the people.

19. The pedigree seen below is for colorblindness. betermine the
probable genotype of persons 1 - 15; then, answer the questions that
follow.

16



a. How did you determine the genotype of the mother at 3?

b. Number 8 was colorblind just like his father. Where did the son
at 8 get his allele for colorblindness?

c. Neither numbers 1 nor 2 were colorblind. How did they have a
colorblind son (6)?

d. What must be the genotypes of the parents of a colorblind
daughter? Explain.

e. If number 13 marries a normal man, what is the probability that
their sons will be colorblind?

17



20. Queen Victoria was the world’s most famous carrier of hemophilia.
Her son, Leopold, and two carrier daughters, Alice and Beatrice,
spread the gene fairly widely through the royal families of Europe,
Prussia and Russia. Fortunately, no modern monarchs have inherited
the allele. Indicate the probably genotype of each of the people
below.

= Normal male

= Hemophilic male

George VI Waldemar
of Prussia
(lived to 56)

No hemophilia
in present British
royal family

Czarevitch Viscount Mary
Alexis Trematon
(murdered) (died at 20) (Bled to death

after accidents)

18



Honors Biology Name______________________
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson Due Date:

Reading a Human Pedigree

Problem
How can you use a human pedigree to trace the inheritance of sickle cell
anemia through several generations of a family?

Materials
Paper
Pencil

Procedure
1. Study the following key for the symbols used on a human pedigree.
2. Study the pedigree shown here. This pedigree traces the pattern of

inheritance of sickle cell anemia in several generations of a single
family.

fJ :MaJe

:Parents

. •:Has trait

:Carrier
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Sickle Cell Anemia Pedigree



Observations

1. How many generations ore shown on the pedigree?

2. Which parent in the first generation had sickle cell anemia?

_________

3. How many children were born in the second generation?

_____________

4. How many of these children are carriers of sickle cell anemia?

_______

5. How many children in the third generation have sickle cell anemia?

How many are carriers?

_________________________________________

2



Honors Biology
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson

A Question of Inheritance

Solve each of the following problems. Then in the space provided after each
problem, use Punnett squares to explain how you reached your solution.

1. A man with Type A blood is said to be
the father of a child with Type 0
blood. The mother has Type B blood.
Could the man be the father?
Explain.

2. A colorblind man marries a woman with normal
vision. Of their three daughters, one is
colorblind. One of their two Sons S also
colorblind. What are the genotypes of the
parents?

Name____

Due Dote:

I’



3. Albinism is an inherited condition in which
there is an absence of the pigment melanin in
the eyes, skin, and hair. This condition is
transmitted as a recessive trait. Suppose
that a woman with the condition marries a
man without genes for this trait. What is
the probable percentage of their children
who will have this condition?

2



Honors Biology Name________________
Unit 6: Genetics
Mrs. Eytcheson bue tate:

Practice Problems in Genetics
Important Note: et in the habit of writing down the work necessary to
solve the problems you do. You will be required to show your work on
quiz/exam questions.

I. Problems Involving One Gene

1. In cats, long hair is recessive to short hair. A true-breeding
(homozygous) short-haired male is mated to a long-haired female.
What will their kittens look like?

2. Mr. and Mrs. Smith both have widow’s peaks (dominant). Their first
child also has a widow’s peak, but their second child doesn’t. Mr.
Smith accuses Mrs. Smith of being unfaithful to him. Is he
necessarily justified? Why or why not? Work the genetics problem
predicting the frequencies of the versions of this trait among their
prospective children.



3. Mr. arid Mrs. Anderson both hove tightly curled hair. The hair form
gene shows incomplete dominance. There ore two alleles, curly and
straight. The heterozygote has wavy hair. Could the Andersons have
a child with wavy hair? Why or why not?

2



II. Problems Involving Two Genes

A man with dark (dominant), curly (See 1.3) hair marries a woman with
light, straight hair. Their daughter, who happens to have dark hair
marries a man with light, wavy hair. Answer the following questions
about this dark haired daughter and her family.
a. Draw a Purinett square for this marriage, and predict the

phenotypic ratio among the offspring of the daughter and her
husband.

b. What is the chance that they will have a child with hair just like
his or her father’s?

3



2. In cats, block color is dominant to a special,
temperature-sensitive albino gene, which produces cats
with dark legs, faces and tails (Siamese cats). A short
haired (dominant) Siamese colored female is bred to a
long haired black male. They have eight kittens: 2 block,
short haired; 2 black, long haired; 2 Siamese, short
haired; and 2 Siamese long haired. What were the
genotypes of the two parents?

4



3. Elizabeth is married to John, and they have four
children. Elizabeth has a straight nose (recessive) and
is able to roll her tongue (dominant). John is also able
to roll his tongue, but he has a convex (Roman) nose
(dominant). Of their four children, Ellen is just like her
father, and Dan is just like his mother. The other
children - Anne, who has a convex nose, and Peter, who
has a straight nose - are unable to roll their tongues.
Please answer the following questions about this family.
a. What are the genotypes of Elizabeth and John?

L

b. Elizabeth’s father was a straight-nosed roller, while her mother
was a convex-nosed non-roller. What can you figure out about
their genotypes?

c. John’s father was a straight-nosed roller, while his mother was
a convex-nosed roller. What can you determine about their
genotypes?

d. Diagram the three described generations of this family in
accepted pedigree form, including the phenotypes for these two
traits.
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III. Problems Involving Sex Linkage

1. In fruit flies (Drosophila), one eye color gene is sex
linked, with a recessive white allele and a dominant red
allele. If white-eyed female f lies are bred to red-
eyed male flies, describe the expected offspring
(assume all parental flies are true breeding).

2. Earl has normal color vision, while his wife, Emma, is colorblind.
Colorblindness is an X-linked trait, and the normal allele is dominant to
the colorblindness allele. If they have a large family, in what ways
should the colorblindness trait affect their children?
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3. Ethan is colorblind. His wife, Edna, is homozygous for the normal
color vision allele. If they have eight children, how many of them
would you expect to be colorblind? Using Punnett squares, derive and
compare the genotypic and phenotypic ratios expected for the
offspring of this marriage and those expected for the offspring of
the marriage described in III. 2.
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4. In cats, there is a coat color gene located on the X chromosome. This
gene is a different gene from the black/Siamese gene discussed in an
earlier problem. This gene has two alleles -

orange and black. A heterozygous cat has
tortoiseshell color (a splotchy mixture of
orange and black). Predict the genotypic and

_____

phenotypic frequencies among the offspring of the following crosses.
Pay careful attention to the genders of the offspring.
a. Black female x Orange male

b. Orange female x Black male

c. Tortoiseshell female x Black male

d. Tortoiseshell female x Orange male
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